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Course Objectives

Developing Positive Relationships at Work

Course Objectives

Upon completion of this course, you’ll be able to:

Base every relationship on a common purpose

Demonstrate actions that build trust and avoid those that erode trust

Model the positive relationship behaviors you seek in others

Manage, not manipulate, relationships

Implement strategies to improve or survive relationshipsImplement strategies to improve or survive relationships

Set boundaries and stand your ground
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Lessons from Lincoln

Module One: Unite around a Common Mission

Lessons from Lincoln

Abraham  Lincoln probably isn’t the first person who comes to mind when 
considering how to build positive relationships at work He worked underconsidering how to build positive relationships at work. He worked under 
the most stressful conditions—a civil war! Yet, he consciously chose to 
make and maintain relationships at work to achieve his purpose—in his 
case, saving the country.

We won’t face such 
dire circumstances. 
However, we can 

Here are some lessons:

• Know your purpose 
and use it to guide,

learn lessons from 
Lincoln about making 
and maintaining 
relationships to

and use it to guide 
your actions.

• Value diversity of 
opinions andrelationships to 

support our 
missions—whatever 
they may be.

opinions and 
temperaments among 
those you work with.

• Rise above personal• Rise above personal 
slights.
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Module One: Unite around a Common Mission

Find a Common PurposeFind a Common Purpose
Lincoln knew that the basis for building a relationship was having a common 
purpose For ongoing important relationships it can be worthwhile to spell out

Why do we need to work 

purpose. For ongoing, important relationships it can be worthwhile to spell out 
your common purpose and how you will work together. Here are some 
questions to consider:

together?
What synergy do we create by 
working together?
Wh th l di tlWho are the people directly 
affected by our success or 
failure?
How will we work together?How will we work together?
What will we do if either one of 
us breaks our working 
agreement?

“The whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts.”

Aristotle
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Build Trust

Module One: Unite around a Common Mission

u d ust
What makes you trust someone? What makes someone trust you? 

Trust is built on five elements.

Integrity

Concern
TimePREVIE
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Trust in Action

Module One: Unite around a Common Mission

Trust in Action

Integrity
Y h d hYou say what you mean and mean what you say.
Your daily habits and actions support your values.

Consistency
Your behavior is predictable.
Your intent, words, and actions are 
congruent.

C fConfidence
You give others responsibility and 
autonomy.

ConcernConcern
You show understanding, 
compassion, and empathy for 
others.

Time
Trust is earned over time. others.
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Positive and Negative Trust Behaviors

Module One: Unite around a Common Mission

Positive and Negative Trust Behaviors

Behaviors that build trust Behaviors that erode trust

Sharing information freely
Keeping confidential 
information confidential

Not keeping promises
Making too many promises to 
be able to keep them all

Admitting mistakes
Not getting defensive
Being a good listener

Blaming others
Shooting the messenger 
when someone has bad news
SBeing patient

Offering to help others
Encouraging others

Saying and doing two 
different things
Talking behind others’ backs
Ha ing hidden agendasBeing dependable

Being accountable

Having hidden agendas
Being selfishPREVIE
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• Instant Access: Your program is available to you for immediate download. 
• Quality Content: Top-notch development enables you to deliver a rich program. 
• Ability to Customize: Make the program yours, or use it “right out of the box.” 
• Unlimited Use: Reprint the materials as much as you like, as often as you like. 
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Delivering high-quality, customized training has never been simpler.  
The Reproducible Training Library is your comprehensive source for soft-skills content 
that’s downloadable, customizable, reproducible, and affordable. From communication 
and leadership to team building, negotiating, and more, our experts have done the 
development work for you. Whether you use the materials “right out of the box” or tailor 
the content to your needs—download to delivery takes just a few clicks. 

 
Features and Benefits 

  
Get Started Today! 
 
Have questions? 
Contact us at office@dekon.biz or visit www.dekon.biz.  




